Stardate 10002.05


Host CO_Edwards says:
<<< Begin Orion Mission.. Stardate 10002.05.. 14:02 Eastern >>>

FCO_McRae says:
::sets course for Starbase 241 at warp 5::

OPS_Lyon says:
::at OPS station recording events on a PADD, and also monitoring subspace signals::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Is still caught in a coma::

FCO_McRae says:
::engages course::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Lying flat on his face in a corridor somewhere::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: steps out the sickbay and heads to the nearest TL, she knows she is late ::

CSO_Lance says:
::sitting in the Big Chair [tm] writing a report::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Sitting in his office in Engineering looking at a picture his daughter has drawn for him ::

FCO_McRae says:
::tries to remember what he did for the last week, but memory is a little fuzzy after his head injury::

ASO_L`shan says:
TL, bridge

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::waking up for the day::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::stretches and goes to the bathroom to take a shower::

OPS_Lyon says:
::records some more events::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: steps out of the TL, and is on the bridge. She walks silently to her post ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Has blacked out in his dream world::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::out of the shower, gets dressed::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::in a turbolift.. en route to the Bridge::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Haven't slept at all::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::in Sickbay overlooking the screening of the surviving "Mirror Universe" crew::

FCO_McRae says:
::pilots Orion around a star::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::yawns a few times, dials up a cup of tea in a travel cup and heads up to the bridge::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Arrives on the Bridge::

OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors subspace signals::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
TL: Bridge ::yawn:: please

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Can sense a great sadness around him yet doesn't know where it's coming from::

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees CNS Jax & waves::

FCO_McRae says:
::makes sure Nav console isn't going loopy again::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: starts working ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
<TL> Please repeat request

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::puts on a weak grin::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::arrives on the Bridge and walks over to a replicator::
Replicator: Raktajino, cold.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sigh::       TL: Bridge PLEASE       ::lift starts::      Thank you.

FCO_McRae says:
::sips at Mexican coffee::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Takes the 2nd Officer's seat on the Bridge::

CSO_Lance says:
::sees CO Edwards enter the bridge and gets up::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Checking reports::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::gets off at bridge level and takes a sip of tea before taking her XO chair with a huge sigh of relief::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Good morning, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
::realizes replicated Tequila leaves much to be desired::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sips the Klingon coffee::
CSO Lance: Good morning.. keeping my chair warm? ::smiles::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@Emptiness: Hello! Can anyone hear me!

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::takes a few more careful sips then checks her duty roster on the PADD that was sitting on her chair::

CSO_Lance says:
CO Edwards: Uhm, it's all yours, sir.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: hears something yelling in her mind, but she just ignores it ::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: puts picture down and walks out of the office looking for Eo_Doyle ::

CSO_Lance says:
::walks over to her duty station::

OPS_Lyon says:
::keeps monitoring subspace & pulls up the power distribution grid to see all is running efficiently::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Tries to force his eyes open:: Emptiness: Hello! Please help me!

AEO_Doyle says:
::Still lying out cold somewhere::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::quick yawn and eye rub::      *CNS, CMO, CEO, CTO, OPS*: Status reports please

Host CO_Edwards says:
::walks over to FCO McRae::
FCO McRae: Mr. McRae.. how long before we reach Starbase 241?

OPS_Lyon says:
XO: All running at peak efficiency, ma'am.

CSO_Lance says:
::checks the sensor logs::

FCO_McRae says:
CO_Edwards: Approximately 30 minutes Sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Turns and look at XO:: XO: Nothing to report...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS:       ::stifles another yawn::    Thank you Mr. Lyon

ATO_Jah`d says:
@L'shan: Can you hear me...I need your help. Please, I'm afraid. ::Is flooded of memories of a young female cadet and his friend Areon::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Promptness is appreciated Mr. McRae, thank you.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: Thank you Mr. Jax and good morning

FCO_McRae says:
::finishes coffee and decides to switch to caffeine injections::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: Your welcome.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::nods::
CNS Jax: Morning Lieutenant. I hope you had plenty of rest, today will be a long day for you.

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* Shields at full, all systems running at recommended levels, and no warp core breaches.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
XO: Morning Commander, and you have an appointment with me after duty

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*XO Jorgaenson*: Sir, I now have all the remaining IKS Orion crew in for screening, as of yet malnutrition seems to be the worst yet.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: tries ignoring the noises in her mind ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Good morning Mr. Rogers and thank you for a prompt report

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Um... well... Rest was... um irrelevant last night...

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: Locate Ensign Doyle

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::ignores the CNS for a minute::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: Good morning Dr. and thank you

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* Morning Commander.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Almost begins crying as he finds himself in a pile of rubble over a Vulcan body::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if CNS's go away if you ignore them long enough::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> CEO Rogers: Ensign Doyle is on Deck Nine, Section 72.

FCO_McRae says:
::makes minor course adjustments::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Ponders::

CSO_Lance says:
::finds nothing unusual in the sensor logs and makes some notes::

FCO_McRae says:
::still can't remember what he has done for the last week since the mirror crew arrived::

ATO_Jah`d says:
<Areon> Jah`d: It's your fault, you killed us all. Over 250 cadets, all dead.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::continues to sip her tea and generally look like death warmed over after a very unrestful night::

CEO_Rogers says:
*EO* Why are you not here in Engineering ?

OPS_Lyon says:
::suppresses thoughts about the previous evening & concentrates on his work::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: concentrates on her work, sees nothing wrong ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CMO*: Morning, also Sir, as Elena’s nearest relation of a sort, what do you want me to do with the body.  With the Captains authority we could give here full military honors and a military burial as a casualty of war...

ATO_Jah`d says:
@Areon: No, I didn't do anything. This is all a dream...leave me alone!

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sits in his Big Chair [tm]::

CEO_Rogers says:
*EO* Respond ensign

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: Did you find anything?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Still looking over at some reports next to the Big Chair [tm]::

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Oh, nothing.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: You will have to ask the Captain about that last but as for burial, I would say burial in space.       She isn't from our universe and space is where she really belonged...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Feeling pretty down still and...::

CSO_Lance says:
ASO L'Shan: Okay. Thank you.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: exits engineering and heads for deck 9 ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::now feels even more depressed as well as looks like Hell::

OPS_Lyon says:
FCO: Please let me know when we are within hailing range, so I can get permission to dock.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::continues to sip tea till she realizes there is nothing more to sip::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: continues to work. ::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: enters TL ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks at empty cup and sighs::

FCO_McRae says:
::starts to reprogram replicator files again.  Turns water into wine::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: exits TL ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@ASO: Can you hear me? Help...please! ::Runs away from the wreckage, away from Areon and past the body of on Julian Lea::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Do you want the report about the sensor logs, sir?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*XO*: I meant the traditional military burial in space

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Captain, I would like to temporarily remove myself from duty...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: Yes doctor, whatever, that will be fine  ::waves him away even though he can't see her::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: Down in containment.. some of the mirror crew are getting antsy.. Several of them overpower a security team and take hostages.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: walks down the corridor to find EO_Doyle lying on the floor ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Is still caught in his coma in sickbay, yet his brain begins to force more information into his dream state::

FCO_McRae says:
::starts having delusions of divinity.  Wonders if he can walk on water::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: sees a faded image in her mind,  it disappears. She closes her eyes for a few seconds then goes back to work ::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Yes please Lt, forward it to my console..
CNS Jax: Why is that Lieutenant?

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: Are you all right, Ensign?

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Aye, sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: I am just not handling the situation as well as I thought I could sir

CEO_Rogers says:
*CMO* Medical Emergency, Deck 9 Section 72.

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes, yes, I'm all right. Just a little dizzy. It will go away.

CSO_Lance says:
::finishes the report and sends it to the Captain's console::

FCO_McRae says:
::zigs when he should have zagged::

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: Are you sure? Maybe you better go to Sickbay?

CEO_Rogers says:
:: pulls out a tricorder and scans the Eo ::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Stops in his tracks over the Cadets body and realizes that she is still alive, picks her up and continues to run::

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Thank you, but no thanks. I'm alright.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::contemplates getting more tea::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: An alarm klaxon goes off on the Tactical console. Only there is no Tactical Officer around to answer it.

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: Okay, but if it gets worse please leave for Sickbay.

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees Tactical go wild & slaves to OPS::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: Try to get over it, we need you to help with the mirror crew's debriefing.

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes, sir.

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders what the klaxon was::

OPS_Lyon says:
::reads display:: CO: Sir!  The IKS crew overwhelmed the security teams!

CEO_Rogers says:
*CMO* Where the hell is that medical team ?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Well......

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CEO*: On my way... ::heads out of sickbay, leaving his assistant in charge:: ...What’s the problem?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Very well...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
All: Intruder alert

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: Mr. Jax, if he relieved everyone of duty that wasn't doing so good right now he would have to leave too       ::said in an undertone, VERY quietly::

OPS_Lyon says:
::dispatches more security crews to the affected area::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::mutters an obscenity::
OPS Lyon: Send more security teams.. try to confine them to that one deck.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Trips over a piece of metal and falls over, finding himself on the Orion bridge, with the command crew, frozen::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CMO* EO_Doyle is unconscious

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
XO: I understand...

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Two meds follow Dario to deck 9::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Understood, sir. ::issues orders to security crews::

FCO_McRae says:
::reaches under console to make sure his phaser is still hidden there::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
OPS: force fields around Deck 36 and 37 please

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::notes she has never heard that particular obscenity before, stores it for future use::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Looks around with Lea still in his arms, unsure as to if he is awake or not:: ASO: L'shan, please, respond. Can you hear me?

OPS_Lyon says:
::engages forcefield to confine IKS crew to deck 36 & 37::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::heads over to the bridge replicator for another cup of tea::

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS: Done, sir.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: ignores what Jah'd is saying :: Self: Please, let me be.

FCO_McRae says:
OPS: Why don't we suck the air out and knock them unconscious?

OPS_Lyon says:
FCO: There are crew on those decks too.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: There are other people on that deck Ensign

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Sees the image of that woman, the one called Elena:: CO: Who are you?

CEO_Rogers says:
:: sees the CMO arrive :: CMO: I don't know how long he's been out I’ve only just found him.

CSO_Lance says:
::sees the ASO go pale:: ASO_L'Shan: Ensign?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits impatiently for her tea to cool a bit so she can carry it over without burning her hand::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Rubs Eyes::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: Sorry about that..

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario arrives on deck 9, he walks over to the CEO:: CEO: What happened? ::the Meds move in to treat the EO::

OPS_Lyon says:
::waits for reports from security crews and alerts personnel on decks 36 & 37 to stay in quarters::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::finally tea cools and she heads back over to her chair with it, being careful not to spill any::

CEO_Rogers says:
CMO: I don't know, I only found him because he didn't turn up for his shift this morning.

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: I want you to go to Sickbay, please. You really don't look very good. ::remembers what happened to her the other day and shudders::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: Several small explosions are detected on decks 36 and 37...  The force fields are down.

FCO_McRae says:
CNS: So?  they'll be unconscious not dead.

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: But, I'm alright.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
FCO: Never mind

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS: Several explosions on affected decks, force fields are down.  Working on getting them back online.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@<Elena> Your minds interpretation of what you’re feeling.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Captain...

CEO_Rogers says:
CMO: I'd better get back to engineering anyway.

OPS_Lyon says:
*CEO*: We have force fields down on decks 36 & 37, can you get them online A.S.A.P.?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*Security*: I need more security on Deck 36 and 37

CEO_Rogers says:
:: enters TL, Deck 34 ::

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: But you don't look like it. I would feel better if you get checked out. Besides, I need you at your best.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: We have an intruder alert, please seal off engineering

CSO_Lance says:
::smiles at the ASO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::trips and spills a bit on the CO, luckily it’s just his shoe::

CEO_Rogers says:
*OPS* Force fields ?

OPS_Lyon says:
CNS: It seems they used phasers to overload the force fields.

ASO_L`shan says:
CSO: Yes, sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Suddenly senses a wave of hate and anger and great sadness flood into his as he falls to his knees:: Elena: What do you want with me?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Ahem, very sorry sir.         ::sits down quickly before she can do any worse::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Yes sir, do you want me to stay there anyway just in case ?

OPS_Lyon says:
*CEO*: The IKS crew has escaped.  Secure engineering.  They are on decks 36 & 37.  We were trying to confine them.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario moves in to take a look::  CEO: Looks like he’ll be okay, but if he keeps getting injured like this!!!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Yes and change the command codes

Host CO_Edwards says:
CNS Jax: I'm aware of the situation Lieutenant..
XO Jorgaenson: Send a ship-wide message to all crew -- ::sees the XO spill some tea on his recently polished shoe:: - ordering them to stay in their quarters and seal the door.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: enters Engineering ::

ASO_L`shan says:
CO: May I have permission to leave the bridge?

CSO_Lance says:
ASO_L'Shan: Thank you.

Host CO_Edwards says:
ASO L'shan: Permission granted.
CNS Jax: If you would be so kind as to escort the Ensign, and take charge in Sickbay.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
OPS: Send a ship wide COMM to all crew ordering them to stay in their quarters and seal their doors

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Sickbay? ::shudders::

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: Lock out all consoles in Engineering including secondary, authorization CEO_Rogers Alpha 432

OPS_Lyon says:
XO: Aye, ma'am.  ::executes order alerting crew to stay in quarters::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: gets up from her post, and starts walking slowly to the TL ::

FCO_McRae says:
::accesses computer system that controls doors.  Locks his room.  Doesn't want to have to break in another bed in new quarters.::

ATO_Jah`d says:
<Elena> I want you to see what you've done, what your capable of.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Gets up to escort the ASO::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Grabs a phaser just in case::

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: Also seal all Jefferies tube access points to engineering

ASO_L`shan says:
:: steps inside the TL, she waits for the CNS ::

FCO_McRae says:
::pulls phaser out of hiding place under console and places it on top of console::

OPS_Lyon says:
::removes hidden phaser from under his console & slips it into his ankle holster, just in case::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CO: Sir, I also want to suggest that we seal off the Bridge... ::Walks into TL::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Puts Lea down and glares at the form of Elena:: Elena: Anything I am capable of I can find on my own, in my own way. Now just leave me alone.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
TL: Sickbay

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Grabs hold of L'shan, in case she falls::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Everyone’s out here, except myself, all consoles are locked out and Jefferies tube access points sealed.

FCO_McRae says:
::sets phaser for deep fat fry::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Suddenly sees the image of someone he never knew vanish and the feelings of sadness stop::

OPS_Lyon says:
::monitors security activity on decks 36 & 37::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Eyes suddenly open, and he looks up from the ground:: CMO: Sir?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Arrives in Sickbay with the ASO::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Still holding on to her::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* You will have to inform me on what happens as I have no sensors here know.

CSO_Lance says:
::concentrates back at her work now that the ASO is on her way to Sickbay::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is half falling asleep in the XO chair::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks ETA to Starbase 241::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Leave some access to yourself only

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Walks around the bridge and finds a feather where the unknown woman was standing in his little dream world::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: I'm on my way to secure Sickbay, Jax out

Host CO_Edwards says:
::remembers what the Counselor said::
OPS Lyon: Seal off the Bridge.. though if they happen to get this high up we're in trouble anyway.

OPS_Lyon says:
FCO: Are we within hailing range of the Star Base yet?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: Doctor! Are you in here? I have someone for you...

CSO_Lance says:
::checks the sensors and frowns::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::initiates bridge-sealing sequence::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: walks into his office and sits in his chair and has another look at his picture ::

FCO_McRae says:
OPS: Yes we are.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario walks back into Sickbay, along with two Meds carrying Doyle on a stretcher::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Sees ATO in sickbay::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Suddenly sits up in sickbay, breathing heavily and slightly sweaty like after waking up from a horrible night mare::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO Edwards: Sir, we are within hailing range of the Star Base.  Shall I inform them of the situation?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::finishes her cup of tea and looks around the bridge to see what's up::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: getting dizzy ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Takes L'shan to a biobed:: ASO: You be strong and hold on

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Sees Jax standing in sickbay:: CNS Jax: Can I help you?

ASO_L`shan says:
ASO: Yes, sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: I'm here to secure sickbay and escorted ASO here...

AEO_Doyle says:
::Looks up at ceiling dizzily:: CMO: Sir, what happened?

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if he should turn off the gravity again::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Realizes no one notices him and sees L'shan: ASO: What's going on? Are you alright?

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: The mirror crew have begun to sabotage some ship's systems.. internal sensors are disabled, along with the subspace transceiver.. subspace messages can be sent, but not received.

CSO_Lance says:
::checks the sensors again::

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Yes, inform them of our situation.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: What happened down here then?

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Aye sir.

ASO_L`shan says:
ATO: No, I think it's from the mind meld.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders if anyone has been hurt yet::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
Computer: Disable any phaser from firing in here

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: The internal sensors just went offline, sir.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: The IKS crew has escaped...

ATO_Jah`d says:
::After seeing the ASO begins to get a similar dizzy feeling and falls off the bio bed making a large sound as he knocks over several instruments::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears the CSO and curses under breath::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Tries to get off the stretcher but rolls to the floor. Then picks himself up slowly and staggers into a wall.::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AEO Doyle: You hit your head, you should be okay now, I’ll keep you here for observation

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Finds himself a pole to hit people with...::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sinks into greater melancholy knowing she was the idiot that ordered them brought over::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::The two Meds put Doyle onto a bio-bed::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Well that's good..

AEO_Doyle says:
CMO: What's with commotion?

FCO_McRae says:
OPS: Are the Turbolift still working?  Might want to cut them off.

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Good, sir?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks over at the CO wondering if he's serious or sarcastic::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Sarcasm.. it's what prevents Commanding Officers from going insane..

CSO_Lance says:
::has a incredulous look on her face::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::tries to stand and falls over flat by the CNS's feet::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::makes another note::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Oh. ::blushes at her mistake::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::undertone comment about everything going wrong at once::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: starts to see the room spin ::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Helps to pick ATO back to the biobed::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* Where are the IKS crewmembers now ?

CSO_Lance says:
::tries to get sensors working again but can't find the mistake::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: What’s wrong with L`shan then? ::Works over to take a look at L`shan::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: Thank you. ::Sees flashes of memories.:: CNS: What's going on?

AEO_Doyle says:
::Gets off the biobed and staggers out the door:: Self: Gotta get to engine place.

Host CO_Edwards says:
<OPS NPC> CO Edwards: Sir! I'm not receiving any response from Starbase 241!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: I do not know

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Sir, recommend  we cut power to the Turbolifts?

ASO_L`shan says:
CNS: Stop the room from spinning!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
ATO: The IKS crew have escaped...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
All in sickbay: I need the healthy crews to grab yourself a metal pole, because I disabled phaser fires in here

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders what else can go wrong::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Gets into TL:: TL: Engineering.

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS NPC: Perform a diagnostic on the subspace systems..

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: I have to help. IKS Crew?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
ASO L`shan: Can you hear me?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
ATO: You're staying right where you are

ASO_L`shan says:
CMO: Yes, kinda.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: No, that will just hinder movement of our security teams.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Permission to go down there and help... I feel responsible

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Sees the image of L'shan's mother and tries to shake it out of his head:: CNS: No! I have to or it'll happen all over again!

CSO_Lance says:
Self: This should... YES!

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
ASO L`shan:  I need you to tell me exactly what the problem is?  Are you in pain, seeing things?

ATO_Jah`d says:
CMO: I may have an idea...

CSO_Lance says:
::looks around sheepishly if someone caught her outburst::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
ATO: I know what you're going through here Jah'd, I've gone through it many life times ago, and I do NOT have time right now to explain it to you, so you just sit tight or else I'll sedate you

Host CO_Edwards says:
<OPS NPC> CO Edwards: Sir, we can send subspace messages but not receive them... it appears to be sabotage sir.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: sees a bunch of images all coming at once :: CMO: I don't know. It's all happing at once.

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Sensors from Deck 1 to 20 are working again, sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CMO/CNS: I can at least help her.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Stumbles off TL and drags himself to Engineering, but the doors won't open for him::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Are ship sensors working??       Can we at least track their movements?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax:  They both seem to hallucinating.  I don’t know we can do much for them at the moment

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> Self-Destruct system activated. 10-minute audible countdown.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: Please sedate the ATO, I know what's going on with him....

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Good work.
To Self: What the..

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::uses obscenity she learned from her CO earlier::

AEO_Doyle says:
::Slaps control panel at the side of the door, but it still won't open::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CNS: No! Let me help!

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders how they could set self-destruct after all the command codes were changed::

ASO_L`shan says:
Self: Is this supposed to happen? After mind meld?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Pulls out a sharp medical tool and stabs at Jax's side::

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* I don't know, I’ve locked out.... :: hears the self-destruct activated:: you will have to use the engineering console from the bridge.

Host CO_Edwards says:
Computer: Recognize Edwards, Michael David, Captain. Disable self-destruct sequence.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Uses metal pole and hit ATO::

ASO_L`shan says:
CMO: Is this supposed to happen?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::holds breath::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> Enter authorization code.

CSO_Lance says:
::goes back to work on the sensors again::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: ::whispers:: I believe we should just put the m to sleep...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: I just told you that!

ASO_L`shan says:
CMO: Is this stuff supposed to happen after mind meld?

AEO_Doyle says:
Computer: Open doors to Engineering. Authorization Doyle 6-3-Collins-Omega.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CMO: Just let me help her! ::Swings at Jax again::

AEO_Doyle says:
<Computer> AEO Doyle: Unable to comply. Authorization not high enough to override CEO Roger's orders.

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: The ATO is knocked unconscious... the CNS has given him a concussion.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: hears a loud scream. She covers her ears :: Self: Make it stop!

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Falls into an unconscious state and falls of the bio bed::

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: activate console engineering office A34, authorization code CEo_Rogers Aplher346

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: Okay then, lets do it.. ::hands him a hyperspray, and he walks over to L`shan::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
::Picks up a medical instrument and heal himself temporarily::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Is trapped in his dream world again:: ASO: L'shan, focus on my voice...please, it'll help.

AEO_Doyle says:
CEO: ::very loudly to get through doors:: SIR!!!!!

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
ASO L`shan: Now L`shan this is going to make you feel better ::he puts the hyperspray to L`shan's neck::

ASO_L`shan says:
Self: I hear you.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@ASO: Focus on my voice and only my voice. I'll help you, but you have to help me.

FCO_McRae says:
*NPC TO*: Any idea when you might get the intruders under control?

ASO_L`shan says:
:: falls asleep on the biobed ::

ASO_L`shan says:
@ATO: I'm listening...

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: How on Earth did they activate the self-destruct? And can you deactivate the self-destruct from there?

CSO_Lance says:
::gets the sensors of the next 10 decks working::

AEO_Doyle says:
Self: How can I get in here?

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* I'm not sure, I’ll try.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::The hyperspray puts L`shan to sleep, he then moves over to Jah`d::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Continues to sense L'shan's presence but has it slip away as she falls into a sleeping state::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Send a message to the Starbase, alerting them of our situation... tell them we may have to abandon ship..

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
ATO Jah`d: Now let me treat you now...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::thinks: not again::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Aye, sir.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Slaps commbadge:: *CEO* Sir?! Are you in Engineering?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is just kind of slumped in her chair, lost in misery::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Can you shut down the core from overloading?

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: Deactivate Self-Destruct Authorization Code Rogers Levi, Kalam Alpha 346

FCO_McRae says:
<NPC TO> they've got us pinned down on deck 35.  We could use some assistance.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario puts the hyperspray to Jah`ds neck::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* I might but that would mean I’d have to bring most of the systems online here.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
Computer: Deactivate Self-Destruct sequence Authorization Jax, Nicholas Jarrod Pile one two one nine one

FCO_McRae says:
CO: The security team is pinned down on deck 35.  Who shall I send to help?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Jah`d falls to sleep as well::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> CEO Rogers: Improper authorization code.

FCO_McRae says:
::pulls up schematic of ship so he can find a way behind the intruders.::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> (ship-wide): Self-destruct in 5 minutes.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Slaps commbadge again. Gets the 'engaged' tone.::

FCO_McRae says:
*CTO TO*: Where on deck 35 are you?

CEO_Rogers says:
Computer: State why

ASO_L`shan says:
@:: hears voices. Voices that she heard in Jah'd's minds ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax:  Well that sorts them out for the minute!

CSO_Lance says:
COM: SB 241: This is the U.S.S. Orion. We have a critical situation aboard and might have to abandon ship. Please stand clear.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: Please keep ATO sedated until the crisis is over...

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Could we deactivate the Self-Destruct program it's self ??

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: Don’t worry the dose I gave to both of them should last a good six hours!

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CNS*: Shutting down the core is the same thing!

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Find himself flashing between places, the Engine Room, the Orion Bridge, Earth, Alpha Centauri, Trill, the Symbiosis Institute and Vulcan::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: Try 24 hours please

FCO_McRae says:
*<CTO TO>*: We had just gotten off the TL.  Barely had time to find any cover.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Starts futilely hitting the doors to engineering with a metal pole::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: begins to wake up, but still in a sleepy state ::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Saturate the area with anesthezine gas.. I've had enough of this.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Yells out:: Emptiness: Can anyone hear me!

FCO_McRae says:
:: checks schematic for entry points::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS Jax: Counselor if you can’t stop the autodestruct I’m going to have to issue an evacuation!!!

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::tries to shake herself out of this utter despair before it consumes her::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Which decks sir?

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
CMO: Calm down fellow Trill.....

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: No answer from the Starbase, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: All decks but Deck 1, Sickbay, and Engineering..

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> CNS Jax: enter proper authorization code for deactivation sequence.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*XO*: Sickbay is secure...

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
CNS: We have five minutes, my job is to save lives my good friend.

ASO_L`shan says:
:: falls back to sleep ::

FCO_McRae says:
::Floods all decks but deck 1, Sickbay and Engineering with anesthezine gas::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Have they given any indication that they have received our message?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::succeeds somewhat::        ::hears the computer and realizes all is not lost-yet::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
Computer: Proper authorization code for deactivation sequence

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: No, sir.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CO*: Sir, I suggest an evacuation will you counter authorize my action?

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> Self-destruct in 1 minute. There will be no further audio warnings.

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Flooding the decks sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CMO*: Doctor, with one minute left there is no way we'd make it clear in escape pods..

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Try deactivating the self destruction system with the code you would have used when you were the CEO.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: Eject the antimatter pods.. transfer all available power to impulse.

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Well... ok....

FCO_McRae says:
::attempts to access self-destruct system and cut power::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CO*: Well have the Starbase contacted us yet, will we arrive in time to beam us across?

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* Yes sir

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Quickly

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: Everyone not in sickbay, Engineering, or on the Bridge is asleep...

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
Computer: Disable self-destruct authorization Jax Alpha Five

CSO_Lance says:
::still trying to make contact with the Starbase::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> Deactivation accepted. Waiting for deactivation authorization from Executive Officer Edwards.

AEO_Doyle says:
::Sniffs air:: Self: Ah, for the love of... ::hit the floor::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: ejects antimatter pods ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits up and looks around, realizing that she has effectively been blanked out for awhile now due to overwhelming melancholy::

CSO_Lance says:
COM: SB 241: This is the U.S.S. Orion, do you read?

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Tries to reach out with his mind yet can't contact anything::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::gives herself a mental slap, time for guilt later!::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks status of anesthezine saturation::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::raises eye brow::
Computer: Deactivate self-destruct, authorization Edwards-Sierra-One-Five-Zero

Host CO_Edwards says:
<Computer> Authorization accepted. Self-destruct deactivated. Countdown timer paused at 5 seconds.

FCO_McRae says:
::cuts flow of gas::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::just about faints with relief::

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*OPS*: Please beam the IKS Crew to Main Brig on Deck 36

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Finds the body of Lea again and watches as the images all flow away as he wakes up again::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* It worked !

CNS_Lt_Jax says:
*CEO*: Secure your station

AEO_Doyle says:
::Snores loudly::

CSO_Lance says:
::hears the message from the CNS and realizes that OPS Lyon is unconscious behind his station::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CNS* Yes sir

Host CO_Edwards says:
::checks to ensure he has a pulse still...::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Lays on the bio bed and looks at the CNS:: CNS/CMO: What's happened, are we all ok?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Sir, I think I need to be excused to see the counselor, it appears I have more to work through than was already known.       ::hangs head::

CSO_Lance says:
::slaves OPS control to her console and makes the requested beam out of the IKS crew::

ASO_L`shan says:
:: still sleeping ::

Host CO_Edwards says:
ACTION: The subspace transceiver is repaired... Starbase 241 is contacting the Orion, telling them they are free to dock and that security teams are standing by.

AEO_Doyle says:
::CEO must hear snoring::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Smiles and falls asleep again almost chuckling to himself::

Host CO_Edwards says:
<<< End Orion Mission, Stardate 10002.05, 15:07 Eastern >>>
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